Introduction
In general only vector spaces whose scalar domains are fields have been investigated.
In this paper we study vector spaces whose scalar domains are integral domains in which every ideal has a finite basis. It is shown that the theory of the linear subsets of such a vector space can be developed by using exactly the same technique which has always been applied to the ideals of an integral domain. This technique is established in the first two sections and is then used to develop the Noether decomposition theory of linear sets into "primary" linear sets.
I. Basis theorem and ascending chain condition
We first define the notion of vector space: An integral domain in which every ideal has a finite basis is clearly a onedimensional vector space and its ideals are the linear sets. The ordinary theory of ideals will therefore become a part of this theory of linear sets.
Notation. The fixed M-dimensional vector space will be indicated by V" and its scalar domain by R. Otherwise the capital Latin letters will be used exclusively to indicate linear sets and the small Latin letters to indicate vectors. The ideals of R will be indicated by German letters and the scalars of R by Greek letters. The radical of an ideal a will be indicated by a'. As is customary, a' consists of all the scalars of which a power lies in a.
The following theorems, whose proofs are apparent from van der Waerden's Moderne Algebra, vol. 2 (we refer to this book as [l]), will be used frequently: Theorem 1.1 (The basis theorem). Every linear set has a finite basis.
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[September Theorem
(The ascending chain condition).
A chain of linear sets L1GL2C. ■ ■ ■ in which Li is properly contained in L,+1 is finite. Theorem 1.3 (Maximum condition). Every non-empty set of linear sets possesses a maximal set {that is, a linear set which is not contained in any other linear set of that set).
Theorem
1.4 (Induction by division). If a property can be proved for every linear set L, Vn included, under the assumption that the property can be proved for all the linear sets which properly contain L, the property holds for every linear set.
II. Products and quotients
The technique mentioned above for treating the linear sets is based upon the following definitions: Definition 2.1. The greatest common divisor or sum L = {L\-\-L2) of two linear sets L\ and Li is the linear set L, generated by their logical sum. 
III. Closure, essential ideal and radical
The notions discussed in this section play an important role in the structure theory of linear sets. Example 3.1. If R consists of all the rational integers, then in V2 over R the set L\ generated by (2, 2) is neither closed nor dense; L2 = (1, 1) is closed but not dense; L$, the set generated by (1, 0) and (0, 2), is not closed but is dense.
Every closure of a linear set is a closed set and the nonzero ideals, considered as the linear subsets of a one-dimensional vector space, are dense sets. The only linear set which is both closed and dense is V".
The following theorem will be used later: The essential ideal @ clearly consists of all the scalars which transform the whole space by means of scalar multiplication into the linear set. Therefore we have Z-/(ÜS= Vn. The essential ideal of an ideal is the ideal itself and the radical of an ideal is just its ordinary radical. We conclude this section by remarking that L^L/aC.L and QZl MC.R, where a has to be a nonzero ideal.
IV. Primary linear sets and prime linear sets It is clear that the ideals which are prime or primary according to these definitions are the ordinary prime and primary ideals. The converse does not hold, since the set generated by the vector (2, 4) in the vector space whose scalar domain consists of the rational integers is not primary while its essential ideal is the zero ideal and therefore prime. Proof. If S^O, L is dense. If (g = 0, @' = 0, from which we conclude that if Az/ = 0(L) and v^0(L), X has to be zero. This means that L is closed. The converse does not hold since an ideal is a dense set but may not be primary. However, every closed set is a prime linear set since every closed linear set other than Vn has a zero essential ideal.
The following theorems will demonstrate further that a primary linear set is the exact analogue of a primary ideal. These theorems are proved in exactly the same way as in the case of ideals and are used constantly in the structural theory of linear sets. A representation of a linear set as described in Theorem 5.5 is called "a representation by maximal primary components." As a preparation for the first uniqueness theorem we need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1. In two representations of a linear set by maximal primary components, each radical which is maximal among all the radicals of both the representations is present in both the representations. VI. Two consequences of the structure theory
It might be possible that the associated prime ideals of a linear set were always the same as the associated prime ideals of the essential ideal of that linear set. This would suggest that the representation of the linear set by maximal primary components were induced by the Noether decomposition of the essential ideal of the linear set. However, this conjecture will be disproved by the following counterexample: Example 6.1. Let V2 have the polynomials in two variables x and y with integral coefficients as scalar domain. Let Li be the linear set consisting of all the vectors whose two components have a difference congruent to zero modulo (x2), and L2 the linear set consisting of the vectors whose two components have a sum congruent to zero modulo (x2, y). Consider finally the linear set L= [£1^X2]. The following statements can easily be verified: Li is a primary linear set. @i=(x2) and @i =(x). L2 is a primary linear set. @2 = (x2, y) and @2' ={x, y). L = [LiP\L2] is a representation of L by maximal primary components. The associated prime ideals of L are (x) and (x, y). However, the essential ideal of L is (x2) and its only associated prime ideal is (x).
This example illustrates the general situation described in the following theorem:
Theorem 6.1. The associated prime ideals of the essential ideal of a linear set are among the associated prime ideals of that linear set.
Proof. From Theorem 4.5 we see that the representation of a linear set by maximal primary components induces a decomposition of the essential ideal into primary ideals, whose radicals are all different and equal to the associated primes of the linear set. However, this decomposition may not be irredundant,
as Example 6.1 shows, where this induced decomposition is (x2) = [(x2)f^(x2, y)]. By deleting the unnecessary components in the inter-section, we get the Noether decomposition of the essential ideal and the remaining radicals are the associated primes of the essential ideal. Theorem 6.2. Every linear set is the irredundant intersection of a closed set and a dense set. The closed part of the intersection is unique and is the closure of the set. The dense part of the intersection is not unique, even when the intersections are restricted to representations by maximal primary components. The dense part of the intersection is not present if and only if the linear set is closed, and the closed part of the intersection is not present if and only if the set is dense.
Proof. Consider a representation of the linear set by maximal primary components.
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 it follows that the intersection of the intersection components whose radicals differ from zero is a dense set and that the intersection component whose radical is the zero ideal is a closed set. This dense set and this closed set clearly satisfy the requirements of the theorem. That the closed part of the intersection is the closure of the linear set is proved as follows: Let L- [CC\D] where D is dense and C is closed. Then 1= \crXD) (Part III) and C = C and D= Vn. Therefore L = C. The last part of the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. Finally, the following example shows that the dense part of the intersection is not unique, even if we restrict ourselves to representations by maximal primary components: Example 6.2. Let F2 have the rational integers as scalar domain. Let L be the linear set generated by the vector (2, 2). The following statements can ■ easily be verified: The linear set generated by the vector (1, 1) is the closure L of L. L is the intersection of L and the dense set generated by the vectors (2, 2) and (1, 3). L is also the intersection of L and the dense set generated by the vectors (2, 2) and (2, 4). These are two representations of L by maximal primary components and the two dense parts of the two intersections are different.
